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rise superior to the lust for office, but of the restoration to its
proper role of the greatest opposition party. Everything seemed
to point to a real crisis, but from a pitiable mess the Socialist
leadership was momentarily rescued by the faultless tactlessness
of the Communists. Even from their own narrow point of view
it was their best policy to allow the rift to become a split of which
they would as a party have almost certainly reaped the benefit.
Instead of that they insisted on taking the lead in the agitation,
demanded a referendum, and drove even the revolters back to
old conceptions of party solidarity. Confronted with the dilemma
of helping their inveterate enemies to score a meaningless triumph
or refusing to carry righteous indignation to its logical conclusion,
they chose the latter course, less heroic but very understandable,
and the Communist referendum did nothing but show up the
inherent weakness of that party. On a serious political issue where
there was no question of merely registering discontent with
existing conditions they polled just over one-third of the votes
that they had collected five months before and lost the referendum
handsomely. They lost it so handsomely that the revolt in the
Socialist ranks, temporarily subdued, roared out afresh. The anti-
cruiser section went on from strength to strength and carried the
party with it in demanding a definite repudiation of the naval
programme, and in resolving that party discipline should apply
and the party vote be united for a repudiation motion in par-
liament. Here was now a first-class cabinet crisis for the Demo-
cratic ministers had been similarly though not so thoroughly
dragged through the mire. In panic haste ministers consulted. At
first there seemed no alternative but resignation, for the Socialist
ministers, though bound by the party vote, could hardly vote
against the official programme of a ministry over which they
presided. Eventually, what was from the point of view of parlia-
mentary government a monstrous decision was reached; ministers
were allowed freedom of action to vote against themselves if they
wished. But that did not solve the crisis. If the Nationalist party
merely abstained, the ministry was well beaten. For the Nationalist
party it was hardly a matter of principle for the naval programme
was not really in jeopardy; it was merely one of deciding whether

